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How to play apples to apples with 3 players
Apples to Apples is best when played with four or more players over 12 years of age. Younger kids should stick with Apples to Apples Junior. The game is also great for large groups and parties, especially the Apples to Apples Party Box, which has hundreds and hundreds of cards.To start the game, place a stack of Red Apple Cards and Green Apple
Cards in the card tray and select who will be the first judge. It doesn't really matter who starts as the judge, since everyone will eventually get a turn. The judge then deals seven Red Apple Cards face down to all players, including him- or herself. Players should keep the content of their cards to themselves. The judge then takes a Green Apple Card
from the top of the deck, turns it face up in the middle of the table and reads it aloud.Once the card is read, all players should select a Red Apple Card from their hand that best matches the adjective on the Green Apple Card. This is the fun part. If you don't have an obvious match, be creative. Cater your choice to the judge. Remember that his or her
opinion is all that matters. If the judge is obsessed with Star Wars, then it might be worth it to play your Darth Vader card. Players should try to select their red cards quickly to keep the game moving. A speedy version of the game disqualifies the slowest person to select a red card for that round. Red cards are placed face down on the table, so the
judge doesn't know who submitted which card.The judge collects the red cards, shuffles them slightly, then reminds everyone what the green card says. The judge then reads each of the red card submissions, and after some thought, chooses what he or she considers the best match. The winning player claims the prize of the Green Apple Card. The
role of judge then shifts clockwise (to the left), at which point the new judge deals everyone another Red Apple Card to get each hand back to seven cards and flips over a new Green Apple Card. The game continues like this until you get tired of playing or an individual player collects a set amount of green cards. The official rules recommend eight
green cards for a four-player game and as few as four for 10 players.Apples to Apples is one of those games that begs for twists and variations on the standard rules. Head to the next page for some new ways to play. By Jane Gateway Podcasting is the process of distributing digital audio and video files through Web syndication. Windows Media Player
does not offer a podcast feature, but fortunately there are free downloadable cross-platform podcast receiver programs that work well with Windows Media Player. When properly configured, podcast receiver programs work with Windows Media Player to allow the downloading of new podcasts automatically Download iPodder and then install it.
Being a cross-platform podcast receiver, iPodder can be configured to receive podcasts and play to them on your computer or audio-video player. The key is proper configuration of iPodder to work seamlessly with Windows Media Player. Start iPodder, click on the "Subscriptions" tab, hit F6 on your keyboard to activate the "Catch-up" option and click
on the "OK" button. It is important that you know where downloaded files will be sent. If the iPodder's settings are not changed, downloaded podcasts will be stored in "My Documents\My Received Podcasts." At this point, iPodder is now configured to check podcast subscriptions and download them automatically. Start Windows Media Player. Click
on "File," go to "Add to Library" and then select "By Monitoring Folders." Select the "Add" button and navigate to the folder where iPodder stored the downloaded media files. Click on "OK" a couple of times. Look for Windows Media Player's Library button and then right-click on the Auto Playlists at the bottom left of the window. Click on the "New"
button. This will open a dialog box for creating new playlists. Go to the field that is marked "Playlist name" and then enter the word "podcasts" in the box provided. Click on the link that allows the user to create criteria. This action will enable the user to generate a playlist automatically. Choose "More," "File Name" and then click on "OK." Reopen the
dialog box for creating auto playlists and the button for adding file names. Open Windows Explorer. Go to the folder that contains the downloaded files. Go to the Address Bar and copy the folder's full pathname. Enter this pathname into the field asking for folder name. Click "Start Synch" to connect Media Player and move all podcasts automatically
to the device. Now that your device is in synch, you can now play all podcasts on Media Player. Ryan-Thomas Shaw / Android AuthorityTL;DR Fortnite gamers on Apple devices will not roll-over to the game’s new patch or season. This means Apple gamers will also lose cross-play with gamers on non-Apple platforms. The fallout of Epic’s legal tussle
with Apple is now hitting the remaining Fortnite players on iOS devices. A report by The Verge now confirms that Fortnite gamers on Apple’s ecosystem will not roll-over to the game’s new season, Chapter 2 – Season 4, nor will they be able to play against gamers on other systems.While PlayStation, Xbox, PC, Switch, and Android gamers will gain
access to the new season and new patch (version 14.00), which usually brings with it new cosmetics, maps, and bug fixes, Apple players will remain stuck on the current patch (version 13.40) and the current season. This also means cross-play between Apple and Fortnite’s other platforms will be disabled.Considering that Fortnite is distributed via the
Epic Games Store on MacOS, you’d expect the update to be available on this particular platform. Epic has confirmed that even these gamers on MacBooks and Macs won’t receive the new update.It should be said that this won’t kill Fortnite multiplayer for those on Apple devices. If you play on an iPhone and your friends play on another iOS device,
you’ll still be able to game together, but you won’t find gamers from any other systems in your lobbies. Fortnite cross-play guide: Play with (almost) everyoneWhether you’re bemoaning the lack of new content or death of cross-play, Apple believes that this is Epic’s issue to fix. The iPhone maker said it would welcome back the Fortnite developer with
open arms if it conforms to Apple’s terms. If Epic Games taps out, it would allow the studio to relist Fortnite on the App Store and issue updates as required. There’s little chance, it seems, that Epic would be willing to do this though.Epic’s concerned with toppling Apple’s App Store “monopoly.” It attempted to do just this by skirting Apple’s 30%
developer tax, offering direct purchases within the game itself. In response, Apple removed the game from the App Store, kicking off a weeks-long legal battle with no solution in sight.NewsApple, Epic Games, Fortnite Source: Apple.com We’re only days away from seeing how apps really work on the Apple Watch. And we’ve already gotten a glimpse
of how a variety of different apps will work on the forthcoming Apple Watch thanks to a series of videos shared by Apple, as Tech Cheat Sheet recently reported. But what will games, the favorite time-waster of millions of smartphone owners, look like on Apple’s first wearable? Re/Code’s Eric Johnson reports that in 2008, with the introduction of the
iPhone’s App Store, Apple accidentally became “one of the most important gaming companies in the world.” The App Store lowered longstanding barriers for developers and paved the way for the market for smartphone and tablet gaming to reach $21 billion in sales in 2014. Now, Apple is trying to convince its fans to buy the Apple Watch, and while
third-party developers can access only limited functionality on the device for now, there will be games available for the smartwatch at launch. Johnson spoke to a number of developers creating games for early adopters of the Apple Watch, and explained that he was “struck by just how different the talk about Apple Watch gaming is versus Cupertino’s
other devices.” With the iPhone, developers introduced users to casual gaming, in which they’d engage in short experiences spaced out through a day instead of concentrated in a single session. But with the Apple Watch, he reasons, an appropriate form of gaming might be “hyper-casual.” One developers said that his company is targeting sessions of
10 to 30 seconds, while another said even that was too much and is targeting sessions of 5 to 15 seconds. In Johnson’s assessment, potential Apple Watch games fall into one of two different categories. The first is a game like Solitaire, which will provide a self-contained experience on the watch face. The second is a game that will take place primarily
on the iPhone, but uses the Apple Watch as a second screen for notifications. Chief executive Niccolo De Masi of Glu Mobile told Re/Code that his company is interested in the latter type of game. While Glu hasn’t committed to releasing games for the Apple Watch, it does have a team experimenting with new platforms, including Apple’s wearable. De
Masi explained, “I think accessories are very powerful extenders of game experiences. They can increase retention and engagement. They can probably increase monetization, particularly for games with a socio-competitive angle.” Seriously chief executive tells Johnson that his company is planning to offer a similarly complementary gaming
experience for its puzzle game, Best Fiends. “You take our lead character Temper on a journey during the day on the watch,” he said. “After you win resources on the watch, you can move him back into the iPhone game at night to level up the characters. We think about it as play at a glance.” For some developers, the advent of yet another platform to
compete for users’ time isn’t exactly welcome. Playing a game on your wrist could lead you to spend less time with the apps on your phone or tablet. But many think that gaming experiences on the Apple Watch won’t replace gaming options on mobile phones, in the same way that mobile games haven’t replaced those that users play on consoles.
Joshua Brustein reported recently for Bloomberg that “mobile gaming was tailored toward people with short attention spans; smartwatch gaming takes that concession to a new extreme.” Andrew Webster wrote for The Verge in March that despite games representing the most popular and top-grossing category in the App Store, not a single game
was demonstrated at Apple’s Spring Forward event. The reason why there will be relatively few games on the Apple Watch to start out with, in Webster’s assessment, is the Apple Watch’s dependency on the paired iPhone. “The actual device doesn’t do much calculation at all,” a developer told The Verge. While WatchKit enables developers to build a
simple interface and take advantage of a limited number of interactions, they can’t take advantage of “fancy graphics” or implement “many complicated controls.” One of the first Apple Watch games to surface was Letterpad, a word game from Nimblebit. The studio’s Ian Marsh explains that “Apple Watch support in Letterpad will allow people to chip
away at a puzzle right from their wrist whenever they have a free moment, without ever having to touch their phone. Players will also receive notifications on their watches when a friend has created a new puzzle and even get the chance to be the first to solve it right from their watch.” Letterpad’s watch interface will be very simple, as will that of
trivia game Elemental and Tamogotchi-reminiscent Hatchi, which will enable users to check up on their virtual pets from their wrists. While Apple Watch games may not ever reach the same scale as iPhone games, they’re certainly coming. And developers will likely need to create entirely new game genres and concepts to truly excel on the new
platform where gameplay sessions will likely last seconds instead of minutes. More from Tech Cheat Sheet: We thought it was odd that Apple didn’t say a thing about its Apple Watch playing music. Apple did, on the other hand, do a fair amount of talking about how the Apple Watch and iPhone would have to work together to pull off many of its
functions. That being the case, many, like ourselves, were operating under the assumption that users would have to carry on with playing music from their phone as they always have, albeit with the new convenience of playback control on the wrist. It turns out, that assumption was wrong. In an interview with Charlie Rose, Tim Cook disclosed that it
would indeed be possible to play music directly from the Apple Watch, without the need for an iPhone. For fitness buffs, this is pretty great news. Despite becoming lighter and thinner with each new version, the iPhone (and most other smartphones) remains larger than most people really want to tote around during a run or workout, armband or no.
Now, along with all its health-related sensors and accompanying fitness apps, the Apple Watch’s ability to play music wirelessly via Bluetooth makes for a compelling product, especially for those with an active lifestyle. Cook didn’t mention how much storage space the Apple Watch will make available for music, or whether the user will be able to
allocate space for apps or music as they please, but it is clear that hardwired headphones will not be an option. Users will need to invest in a pair of Bluetooth-enabled headphones to listen. It’s hard not to notice that poses a convenient opportunity for Apple, which would be only too happy to sell a pair of Beats Bluetooth headphones along with the
Apple Watch. This news could have ripples throughout other industries as well. Now that Apple has set a new bar for fitness wearables, we can probably expect to see more with music playback capabilities, and that means headphone makers will need to burn the midnight oil developing Bluetooth-capable earbuds that aren’t so clunky and
uncomfortable. Presently, few companies have cracked that code, with Jabra standing as one notable exception with its recently announced Sports Pulse Wireless earbuds. In any case, its probably safe to say the gym will never look the same once the Apple Watch arrives. Editors' Recommendations The iPhone has always been a great place for
gamers, but Apple Arcade puts a new spin on things. After a free one-month trial, it costs $5 per month to subscribe, but that fee gives you and your family unrestricted access to a wonderland of great games with no in-app subscriptions or advertisements in sight. The service launched with more than 100 new and exclusive games, alongside a few
familiar titles from other platforms, and more are being added all the time. Apple Arcade works on the iPhone, iPad, and Apple TV, but also on Macs and the iPod Touch. To help you get started, we’ve picked out our favorites, the cream of the crop. These are the best Apple Arcade games you can play right now. You may also want to check out our
picks for the best iPhone games. Further reading Lego Builder’s Journey Select, rotate, move, and insert familiar Lego bricks in the right places to build structures and create paths for your simple character to move through each level. At first glance, you’ll be reminded of Monument Valley because Builder’s Journey has a similarly relaxing feel and
high level of polish with soothing soundscapes to match, but for the most part, this puzzle game is simpler. There’s a lovely story here, and the game stays true to Lego’s ethos, giving you complete freedom to spin your diorama and find your own solution to each puzzle. You can take your time experimenting and see what works. For Lego fans, perfect
sound effects elevate the brick play and they click into place with a satisfying motion that echoes the feel of physical bricks, making the whole thing instantly accessible and evocative of childhood Lego sessions. If there’s anything wrong here, it’s the relatively short length and limited replay appeal. Pilgrims This deliciously dark point-and-click
adventure game is beautifully made with an incredibly quirky art style and moody music. You have to explore a map, meeting odd characters as you go, and work out how to get the things you need to progress. The local innkeeper wants a cooked fish in exchange for a bottle of booze, for example, but things get an awful lot stranger than that. The
animations, sound effects, and voice acting make the testing process — as you try out different objects on different characters — genuinely fun and sometimes hilarious. The controls are simple taps, and objects and characters that join you are denoted by cards and stacked in your inventory at the bottom of the screen; it’s a clever, simple design that
works perfectly on an iPhone or iPad. The makers, Amanita Design, were the creative force behind Machinarium and Samorost. Because there are so many possible interactions and 45 achievements to collect, Pilgrims also offers good replay value. Manifold Garden Playing through this M.C. Escher-inspired geometric puzzle world requires you to let
go of your preconceptions about shapes and how they fit together. You can shift gravity by tapping near a wall, and each perspective is assigned a different color. There are switches and things to pick up or activate, but working out how to get from point A to point B can be surprisingly tricky. It’s a little unsettling and bewildering at times, because
your perspective keeps shifting, opening up new possibilities, but it’s also gentle and devoid of any real threat, so you can experiment and explore at your own pace. Developer William Chyr spent seven years developing this game and it is visually stunning, with engrossing puzzles that demand patience. This is not an experience to rush through, it’s
best to take your time, look all around and properly survey your surroundings before picking your path. Super Mega Mini Party If you’re looking for some multiplayer fun, then you’ll find eight fast and frenetic mini-games on offer here that support up to four players. You can choose to create a party and invite friends, or join up with strangers online,
to compete for mini-game mastery. The games are all very different, but they’re easy to play on an iPhone with touchscreen controls. There’s a game of pass the dynamite, you can try and sink each other with well-placed cannonballs on the high seas, and you can blast into space to try and rescue an astronaut. Many are based on familiar, popular
games with simple mechanics, what they have in common is that they make for comical competition. Super Mega Mini Party is at its most fun when you’re playing together with friends in the same room. It’s family-friendly with a cute, cartoon art style and silly sound effects. Developer, Red Games, has promised to add more mini-games and
characters soon. WHAT THE GOLF? Billed as “Golf for people who hate golf” this clever puzzle game is enormously fun and it confounds your expectations at every turn. At first glance, it appears to be a golf sim, but as soon as you start playing the surprises come thick and fast. The only thing that remains constant is the basic pull back, aim, and
release mechanic, which is perfect for touchscreen control. What you’re actually firing across the screen, your view on it, and the obstacles in your way all change from one level to the next. It’s wonderfully well presented, with a lot of witty gags that will make you laugh out loud, and a host of game references and tributes. There are lots of puzzles to
beat, some easy, some really tough, but you don’t have to beat everything to progress, so if you’re stumped you can simply move on. While some Apple Arcade games are best enjoyed on an iPad with a game controller, this is a perfect game to play on your iPhone. Sayonara Wild Hearts Beautifully animated and well-designed, this game immediately
draws you in and doesn’t let go. You’ll run, fly, and guide skateboards, motorbikes, and even a deer through a smooth, super stylish, psychedelic, indie-pop dreamscape that pulses along with the music. Ostensibly, you’re guiding a girl with a broken heart as she races through spectacular neon landscapes grabbing heart-shaped shards, avoiding
obstacles, and trying to defeat enemies. There’s also Tarot card styling and narration by Queen Latifah. The gameplay is mesmerizing as it challenges you to time your taps and swipes correctly but offers forgiving instant replays if you mess up. Clearly inspired by Rez, this game leans a little more towards style than substance, but it’s so nicely made
and such immersive fun that it’s well worth at least one playthrough, which should only take you about an hour, though it’s likely you’ll be back for more. Oceanhorn 2: Knights of the Lost Realm The original Oceanhorn was a fantastic adventure RPG that challenged you to grow from a boy into a legend and this follow-up is bigger and better. There
are treasure-filled dungeons to loot, quests to complete, and evil enemies to defeat. Set in Gaia, you’ll play as a noble, young knight tasked with defeating the Warlock Mesmeroth and his evil hordes. Luckily, you have a bit of help, some of the time, in the shape of a samurai robot called Gen and the granddaughter of Arcadia’s leader Archimedes
called Trin. The hack-and-slash gameplay is occasionally broken up by a brain-teasing puzzle. With a cute art style and a sense of wonder, this is clearly inspired by Zelda, but that’s no bad thing and it has been thoughtfully designed to provide enough challenge to hook you without ever feeling frustrating. Chu Chu Rocket Universe This quirky action
puzzler is all about guiding astronaut mice to the rocket that will take them to safety, being careful to avoid obstacles, traps, and cats. The mice have a mind of their own, so you’ll have to plot safe passage carefully and then set them on their way to see if your plan worked out. A series of planets gradually ramps up the difficulty, from flat to 3D
environments, with ever-increasing complexity and new mechanics, including teleporters and switches. Keeping your mice alive requires some thoughtful route planning, but you can always try again if things wrong. Whether you remember the original Chu Chu Rocket on Dreamcast or not, this is easy to pick up and proves to be an engaging puzzle
game. Skate City You may be more likely to try this out if you are, or were, a skater, but you really don’t need to know an ollie from your elbow to pick it up. Skate around cityscapes in this side-scrolling title, holding on screen to build up speed and swiping in different directions to pull off tricks. Mastering the timing is the tricky part at first, but
things get increasingly complex as you progress. Luckily, some solid mechanics, including the need to balance when grinding, make for a relatively gentle challenge and there’s a free-skate mode if you prefer to do your own thing. You’ll start in Los Angeles, but you’ll get to skate in Barcelona and Oslo later on. All look great and combine well with a
chilled-out score and weather effects to create an atmospheric feel. Where Cards Fall A stunningly beautiful and thoughtful puzzle game, Where Cards Fall is an unmissable Apple Arcade title. Your task is to guide the unnamed protagonist through a series of levels, helping him get from point A to point B, and you can collapse and expand houses of
cards to help you do it. Muse a little more on the strange cutscenes in between and you can see that this is a journey through time, as well as space. It’s a dreamy coming-of-age tale that riffs on the importance of memories, but it’s also an engaging spatial puzzler that will have you swiping and pinching to try and unveil the way forward. Naturally,
your journey gets trickier and requires more thought the further you progress. Sneaky Sasquatch Can you guide an adorable Sasquatch through a large park and ensure that he purloins enough grub to keep him alive without spooking the campers or drawing the angry attention of the park ranger? It’s tougher than it sounds, but you’ll definitely have
a lot of fun trying. Luckily there’s a raccoon to guide you, a bear who’ll buy excess food for cash, and all manner of handy gear to buy or loot. The stealth gameplay is really fun and intuitive, the art style is irresistibly cute, and there’s even an overarching plot that slowly unfolds as you rob the place blind. This is wholesome, Yogi Bear-style fun for the
whole family and it gets sillier and sillier as it goes on. Spek You really have to play this puzzle game to get your head around it. Screenshots of the sparse art style simply don’t convey the challenge here as you work your way through a string of colorful puzzles that blend into one another as you solve them by guiding your dot to collect fragments and
avoid dangers. It’s a stylish experience that requires you to think in terms of 3D space and objects, even though all you have on screen is 2D representations. Cat Quest 2 This is a cat-themed, action-fantasy RPG — and you really don’t need to know any more. With adorably cute graphics and a plethora of hilarious feline puns paired with a surprisingly
deep, classic RPG underneath, Cat Quest 2 is purrfect for a spot of mobile gaming. This time around, a doggo accompanies our feline protagonist and you can switch between them or, even better, play co-op with a friend. There are magic powers to acquire, or you can accumulate heavy armor and a dangerous arsenal as you loot dungeons, fight a vast
array of different monsters, and try to use the environment to your advantage. You’ll enjoy Cat Quest best as a co-op experience and it’s a great game for kids and adults alike. Once you start your Cat Quest 2 journey, you’ll never want to leave the dreamy world of Felingard (and beyond). Assemble with Care If you’re tired of the action-packed arcade
games and time-consuming journeys, Assemble with Care might be a more suitable pick for you. Playing as Maria, you have to tap and drag things around the screen to repair them in this satisfyingly different puzzle game. Your mission is to work on cameras and cassette recorders (a handful of other objects). There are 13 in all. The game is
somewhat similar to the Room series, but it differs because each item you take apart and put back together again reveals something about the owner. As time passes in the game, you learn that you’re not just repairing the object, but also the owners and their relationships. It’s a satisfying game to play with a unique art style and animation, fitting
music and voice acting, and some unexpectedly touching moments. If you want something relaxing and pleasurable, Assemble With Care will serve you well. Butter Royale Your iPhone offers a virtually endless array of battle royale options, including games such as Fortnite and PUBG Mobile, among others. But Butter Royale, a game that revolves
around food fighting, won’t let you down if you’re in the mood for a quick gaming session. The rounds in this game last less than five minutes, and the mobile-friendly app makes it easy to play while waiting in line or on the bus. Your goal in Butter Royale is straightforward: be Butter Island’s only survivor. You have over 50 playable characters to
choose from before you head to the sprawling battleground. Once there, you and 31 other players will compete for survival on the game’s island arena. Considering it’s just a mobile game, Butter Royale has impressive features like multiple game modes and hundreds of unlockable items. Editors' Recommendations
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